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- **SHOCKING! Australia Brazenly Announces a New World Order! | Luke Rudkowski (We Are Change)**
  Watch Australian public health official Kerry Chant talk about contact tracing being a part of the New World Order and how the New World Order will play out.
  clnews - September 9, 2021

- **Pisces Full Moon September 2021+ Zodiac Sign Forecasts**
  Patrick Arundell - September 9, 2021

- **Tips for Businesses New to the Food Industry**
  Are you a new business to the food industry? Here are some important tips that are going to help you get started.
How to Have Mental Clarity in an Unclear World | Russell Brand (Illustrated by After Skool)
Russell Brand explains how to have mental clarity in an unclear world during these chaotic times. #clarity #russellbrand

HUGE! Joe Rogan Just Blew The Lid Off the Mainstream Media Lies About Ivermectin
The mainstream media has absolutely lost it over the ivermectin treatment that Joe Rogan successfully used to recover from COVID. #ivermectin

The Great Reset Demands Firing All Unvaccinated Employees
A part of the Great Reset is a reset of the economy, including jobs. Many across the U.S. are facing unemployment if they do not choose to take a gene therapy experiment in the form of a COVID-19 vaccine #mandatoryvaccines #greatreset

COVID Vaccines: Public Deserves More Than ‘Just Trust Us’
The notion that corporate, government, and scientific forces are collaborating in our best interests is based on a pretense worth examining – blind acceptance of any industry’s solutions for a global crisis has no foundation. #covidvaccine

Best Trips to Take for Relaxation
This article is about the finest vacation destinations for relaxing.

What You Should Know About Calorie Deficit
Calorie deficit is the state you achieve by burning more calories than you consume. Here's 3 ways to achieve a calorie deficit state.
The People Are the Power. When We Unite, We Can Stop These Crimes Against Humanity! | Lurnpa

"The people are the power. And when we realize that and when we unite and stand together, we can stop these crimes against humanity. We can stop the genocide. And, most importantly, we can protect the children." ~ Lurnpa

New Documents Show Fauci LIED to Congress: His Organization DID FUND Fund Gain-of-Function Research at the Wuhan Institute of Virology

New reporting casts doubt on Fauci’s insistence that no US money went to “gain-of-function” research at the Wuhan Institute of Virology.

Ancient Technique for Creating Advanced State of Consciousness | Gregg Braden

Gregg Braden - New neurological research confirms our conscious and unconscious connection to the field underlying all reality. Gregg Braden discusses the various brain states known to science including the newly discovered states which help us to deeply and consciously connect with the Divine Matrix.

Long-Term Dangers of Experimental mRNA Shots

mRNA-based COVID shots have used codon optimization to improve protein production. A codon consists of three nucleotides, and nucleotides are the building blocks of DNA. The use of codon optimization virtually guarantees unexpected results


From 9/11 to COVID-19, “we the people” have acted the part of the helpless, gullible victims desperately in need of the government to save us from whatever danger
When Should You See a Doctor for Acne?
This article will help you know when it might be time to talk with a doctor about getting your acne treated.

The Importance of Positivity and Self-Love and How to Cultivate Both with Crystals
This blog post discusses the importance of self-love and positivity and provide ways to cultivate them with crystals.

The Effect of Hard Water on Hair and Skin
Yes, healthy water is good for you, but do you know why it is recommended to have clean pure water? Keep on reading to find out!

6 Awesome Benefits of Choosing Sheer Windows Shades For Any Home
In this article, I will walk you through steps that will let you know the benefits of the sheer windows shades.

Esports Tournaments With the Biggest Prize Pools
In the last two decades, winning eSports participants have received incredible prize payouts. Here are the eSports tournaments with the biggest prizes.

What Promises Has Elon Musk Made So Far and How Did They End?
Elon Musk recently announced that a humanoid robot will be presented to the public in a year. Let’s recall some of Musk’s other announcements and their results.

The Revolution That Will Change Everything | DAVID ICKE 2021
The same power that's driven me on for 30 years tells me...
there are some big surprises coming. A revolution that will change everything. ~ David Icke

clnews - September 7, 2021

**Five Healthiest Late Summer Produce Picks**
Summer is not yet over. These fresh fruits and vegetables are in season in late summer, offering big bursts of flavor and optimum nutrition. Take a peek into our late-summer produce list for a taste of the outstanding health benefits before the season ends. #healthyfood

clnAdrian - September 7, 2021

**Family of Brit Killed on 9/11 Presents Gov’t With 3,000 Pages of Evidence “Towers Blown Up from Inside”**
For the last several years, Geoff Campbell’s family has been working to expose evidence, which they say shows the towers were blown up from the inside. A 3,000-page dossier was handed to the Government’s top legal adviser, acting Attorney General Michael Ellis, detailing their case. #911truth

clnAdrian - September 7, 2021

**5 Reasons Video Games Should Be More Widely Used in School**
Here are five reasons why Andre Thomas, Director - LIVE lab and Associate Professor of the Practice, Texas A&M University thinks video games should be used in every classroom. #videogames

clnAdrian - September 7, 2021

**5 Unique Tips for Your Home Décor**
Your home should be designed in a way that is comfortable for you and your family. Consider these unique tips to design your home décor.

clnews - September 7, 2021

**Tips for Planning an Eco-Conscious Wedding**
In this article, you will find tips to help you plan the perfect eco-friendly wedding.

clnews - September 7, 2021

**Does Quantum Uncertainty Drive the Truth Wars?**
A friend of mine recently wrote, “Never has it become more apparent that you can be standing next to another person and be existing in two completely alternate realities.” Those of us nodding our heads in recognition of the reality of this statement may wonder whether we might be literally living in different worlds. Are […]

Cynthia Sue Larson - September 6, 2021

- **Three Wisdom Practices You Can Begin Today**
  A simple practice, with profound results. What can you do to increase your innate ability to create a desired future? Do your best to stay in the present moment. How? Be deliberate! Practice bringing awareness each hour of the day. Bring this quality of awareness to what you are experiencing. Also, when the thought arises, "I need to be in the present moment", practice it.

Julia Parsell - September 6, 2021

- **MASS PSYCHOSIS – How an Entire Population Becomes MENTALLY ILL and Submits to Totalitarian Control**
  This video explores the most dangerous of all psychic epidemics: mass psychosis. Mass psychosis is an epidemic of madness and it occurs when a large portion of a society loses touch with reality and descends into delusions. Such a phenomenon is not a thing of fiction.

#Totalitarian

clnAdrian - September 6, 2021

- **Microbiologist Explains COVID Jab Effects**
  German microbiologist Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi sifts through the facts and fictions of the coronavirus pandemic.

#covidvaccine

clnAdrian - September 6, 2021

- **Dance and Movement Therapy Holds Promise For Treating Anxiety and Depression, as well as Deeper Psychological Wounds**
  Dance and movement therapy not only holds promise for the treatment of trauma, anxiety, and depression but can
also contribute to lifelong coping skills. #MovementTherapy
clnAdrian - September 6, 2021

- **Difference Between Medical and Recreational Marijuana**
  Recreational marijuana has more THC (tetrahydrocannabinol) than medical marijuana. Read on for more differences.
  Silvia James - September 6, 2021

- **Where Are the Upper, Middle, and Lower Back Located?**
  In this article, we discuss the location of the upper, middle, and lower back and the causes of pain in these regions.
  clnews - September 6, 2021

- **Your Horoscope and Astrology Overview for September 06-12, 2021**
  Want to know what the stars have in store for you? Read this weekly astrological report Patrick and be prepared to make the most of your week!
  Patrick Arundell - September 5, 2021

- **Astrology & Spirituality Weekly Show | 6th September to 12th September 2021 | Astrology, Tarot,**
  Patrick outlines the impact of this week’s regenerative Virgo New Moon, in its sparkling link to bright Uranus. Alyssa shares the Hermetic Wheel card of the Nine of Coins, and the benefits of giving ourselves some well earned treats. The Word of the week is Ecclesiastical, which Alyssa explains along with the Question “can you […]
  Patrick Arundell - September 5, 2021

- **Blue Whales Return to Spain’s Coast After Disappearing for 40 Years**
  The return of the blue whales following a decades-long absence may be driven by homesickness or the cultural memory of the species, experts believe. #bluewhales
  clnAdrian - September 5, 2021

- **Why the WHO Is a Corrupt, Unhealthy Organization**
  “TrustWHO,” a documentary film produced by Lilian
Franck, reveals the clandestine influences that are controlling the World Health Organization, to the peril of public health #worldhealthorganization
clnAdrian - September 5, 2021

- **The Orwellian Vaccine Passport Agenda and the Lie of the “Social Contract”**
  The primary argument of the covid cult and the establishment in favor of vaccine passports is the “social contract” fantasy. They claim that because we “live in a society”, everything we do affects everyone else in some way, and because we are all interconnected in our “collective” we are thus beholden to the collective. #vaccinepassport
clnAdrian - September 5, 2021

- **Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.: ” We must Resist this Coup d’Etat ” – Here’s How and Why...**
  Robert F Kennedy, Jr. explains why we all need to come forward now and resist in Civil Disobedience. The vaccines don't work and increase the spread.
clnews - September 3, 2021

- **The People Must Take Back Their Power | Chief Oren Lyons**
  "Corporations are the driving force of decision-making today. And corporations are not concerned with human rights. They're not concerned with human life."~ Chief Oren Lyons, Faithkeeper of the Wolf Clan
clnews - September 3, 2021

- **Harvard Epidemiologist Says The Case For COVID Vaccine Passports Was Just Demolished**
  A newly published medical study found that infection from COVID-19 confers considerably longer-lasting and stronger protection against the Delta variant of the virus than vaccines. The new research found that natural immunity offers exponentially more protection than COVID-19 vaccines. #vaccinepassports
clnAdrian - September 3, 2021

- **The Ugliness (and Hidden Beauty) of Real Awakening**
  The path toward true awakening is painful and bumpy.
It’s not pretty. In fact, it can be downright ugly. There are egoic pitfalls. There are soul-snaring brambles. There are existential knots. The way is never clear, until it is. An even then, it usually turns out to be an illusion. #awakening

clnAdrian - September 3, 2021

- Monica Smit Arrested for Advocating Freedom; Refuses to be Silenced; Spread Her Story Far And Wide; Australia Is Ruled By Crime Bosses
  Leader of the anti-lockdown political party, Reignite Democracy Australia, was pulled over today while driving and then arrested. #monicasmit
  clnAdrian - September 3, 2021

- Chakra Life Cycle (CLC) #7 – Your Divinity & Bliss (Age 43-49)
  This video is part of a $197 Course I'm sharing for free over a 15 week period. This week, we're almost halfway through the Chakra Life Cycles (CLCs) that shape your life. CLC #7 happens from age 43-49 and it's related to your crown chakra. #chakras
  Vicki Howie - September 3, 2021

- Desperate To Change Your Garden? Top Pond Ideas To Redecorate Your Summer Garden
  Here we’ll explore several suggestions of this kind to help you more efficiently and effectively upgrade your backyard garden.
  clnews - September 3, 2021

- COVID Vax Ingredients Exposed: Graphene, Nanometals, PEG and Parasites
  COVID vax ingredients have been revealed by a science team led by Dr. Robert O. Young. He found graphene oxide, PEG, nanometals & parasites. This scientific and precise analysis demonstrates the complete and utter toxicity of the experimental COVID non-vaccine drug. People need to know this before putting this stuff into their bloodstream. #covidvaccine
  clnAdrian - September 2, 2021
U.S. Indifferent to Human Experimentation and Biological and Chemical Weapons – New Book Points to a Monstrous Agenda

The US government’s indifference to the welfare of individuals and to its legal obligations under national and international accords prohibiting human experimentation and biological and chemical weapons.

Epstein, Gates, Vaccine Heist & Mainstream Media’s CONSPIRACY Of Silence | Russell Brand & Dr. Mercola

Russell Brand discusses Judy K. Brown's book, "Perversion of Justice: The Jeffrey Epstein Story," which details the conspiracy of silence surrounding the biggest alleged pedophile and sex trafficking mogul of our time, Jeffrey Epstein.

Billions of People Could Live Years Longer If Policymakers Reduce Air Pollution: Study

A new study released Wednesday by researchers at the University of Chicago showed that air pollution is cutting short the average global citizen's life by more than two years, with people in parts of the world dying as many as eight years earlier than they would without exposure to pollution.

What is HVAC Cleaning Service?

If you need to hire any HVAC contractor to perform HVAC cleaning services, here's what you need to know to look for in a maintenance professional.
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